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Abstract: Background: Restoration of decayed primary teeth is important and significant for proper maintenance of child health and also for development of permanent teeth. Composite, glass ionomer, amalgam, compomer, resin modified glass ionomer cement, stainless steel crown are materials preferred for restoration. It is important for undergraduate to have knowledge about materials and its uses which makes durability of restoration longer. Aim: The aim of the study is to assess the knowledge and material used by undergraduate for pedodontic restoration. Materials and Methods: A questionnaire was designed to obtain information about knowledge, materials of choice by dental students for pedodontic restoration. A questionnaire of 10 question based on different materials is issued to dental students. The sample (n=100) comprised of 30 third year student, 30 final year student and 40 intern. The obtained data were extracted, tabulated and interpreted.
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1. Introduction

Alterations in dental restorative patterns combined with the introduction of new and improved restorative materials and techniques affect the efficacy of longevity of dental restorations. [1] Marked changes in the use of restorative materials have occurred during the past 10 to 20 years. [2,3] Alleged adverse health effects and environmental concerns due to the release of mercury gave rise to controversial discussions about the use of amalgam as a contemporary restorative material. [3,4] Microleakage is the most common cause of failure of almost all restorative materials since it is a major contributing factor to secondary caries and pulpal irritation. [5-7] Accordingly, there is an interest in finding a restorative material which has better bond characteristics, thus minimizing micro leakage and reducing the potential for caries development at the tooth surface interface and resultant pulp irritation. The choice of the best restorative material becomes even more difficult as the desired survival period for a restoration ideally coincides with the time of primary tooth exfoliation, a maximum of 8 to 9 years.

Recently, there has been an expansion in the range of tooth-coloured materials available for restoring primary and young mixed dentitions. In addition to amalgam and stainless steel crowns, improved conventional glass ionomer cements and composite resins, resin-modified glass ionomer cements and polyacrylic acid modified composites (compomers) have become available. [8-10]

2. Materials and Methods

A questionnaire was designed to obtain information about knowledge and material of choice among dental students. The study population comprised of clinical dental students from a dental school in Chennai, India. A total of 100 clinical students were randomly selected for this questionnaire survey. The survey was conducted in July 2016. Self-administered questionnaire of about 10 questions were distributed, and all participants were given information on survey distribution as well as the number and type of questions, topics covered and the assurance that the anonymity would be maintained. The questionnaire addressed the following topics: materials used commonly, material with more success rate, other material preferred for restoration. The sample (n=100) comprised of 30 third year students, 30 final year students and 40 interns. Questionnaire that consist of multiple-choice and open-ended questions. The collected data is analysed entered in the Microsoft excel and the result is represented in percentage as in bar chart.

3. Result

This study revealed more than 80% of dental students chose GIC as material of choice for restoring molar, 10% chose compomers, 5% chose composite and amalgam. More than 70% of dental students have knowledge about the material they use. More than 60% suggest resin modified GIC is material with more success rate.

Figure 1
4. Discussion

The purpose of this study is to know about the knowledge of the dental students in selecting materials for restoring primary molar. As there are many materials available. Primary molar restoration is very important as it need to be good esthetically as well as for mastication. This study is conducted in the private dental college in Chennai. In this study third year, final year and intern were included. A
Questionnaire with 10 question is been distributed to undergraduate dental students. Question is based on material frequently used, material with more success rate, important factor considered in selecting material. Many study has been conducted in the past years regarding material of choice, longevity of materials.

According to study conducted in Finland reported that glass ionomer cement is used predominant material in children younger than 17 and 47% used in permanent restoration [11]. Most two-common restorative material used is compossers and glass ionomer cement reported in study conducted in 1998 Sweden [12]. A Norwegian study in 2002 reported that 80% of restoration in tooth colored material. [13] A Questionnaire based study conducted in US paediatric dentist in 2002 reported resin base material used frequently for classI and classII. [14] A UK study of clinician’s case notes from 1999 reported 61% of primary first molar and 55% of primary second molar are restored with glass ionomer cement. [15]

In this study, also students frequently use GIC than resin modified GIC. This does not accord with recent literature stating that conventional GIC is not used in primary molar because of its low tensile strength and poor long term performance [16-20]. Conversely, resin modified GIC is suggested to be material with success and preferred next to amalgam.

**Figure 1:** Based On Materials Frequently Used: According to recent study materials used frequently is GIC and compossers. In this study also respondents chose GIC (79%), composite (18%), amalgam(2%). No one chose compomers but it is suggested to be material used frequently in primary molar.

**Figure 2:** Based On Reason For Use Of Tooth Coloured Restoration: Aesthetic is main reason for the use tooth coloured material and fluoride release is next reason. In this study respondent chose fluoride(30%) as main reason for the use of tooth colored material, aesthetic(30%), longevity and tooth doesn’t need pulp therapy(10%). It doesn’t accord with recent literature stating aesthetic as primary factor for the use of tooth coloured material.

**Figure 3:** Material With Success Rate: Resin modified GIC is believed to be material with success rate. In this study, also respondent chose resin modified GIC (55%), next conventional GIC (35%) and next metal reinforced GIC (5%). It does accord with recent literature stating resin modified GIC is material with success rate and preferred next to amalgam.

**Figure 4:** Material Used In Multisurface Caries: SSC is used in multisurface caries. In this study also respondent chose SSC(46%), next GIC(34%), composite(12%), amalgam(8%). A case study published in 1988 reported that stainless steel crown is twice strong than amalgam in multisurface caries. Recent literature still consider stainless steel crown is durable restoration for primary dentition.

**Figure 5:** Based On Material Preferred Than SSC: Mostly preferred material other than SSC is tooth colored material as it release fluoride and longevity. In this study, also respondent chose more tooth coloured material (50%), amalgam (15%), compomers (15%).

**Figure 6:** Based On Restoring Proximal Caries: GIC is material mostly preferred for proximal caries. In this study, also respondent preferGIC (40%), RMGIC (25%), composite (30%), amalgam (5%). It doesn’t accord with literature stating GIC is not used because of its low tensile strength and poor long term performance. But still respondent prefer GIC for proximal caries.

**Figure 7:** Based On Factors to Consider In Material Selection: Patient age and cooperation of child, easy manipulation and durability of material, cavity shape, size all factors are to be considered while selecting a material for posterior molar restoration. In study also respondent chose all of the above (75%), cavity shape(5%), easy manipulation(5%), patient age (15%).

1) Which restorative material do you use most frequently in primary molar?
   A. GIC        B. Composite
   C. Amalgam    D. compomer

2) What is the most important factor you consider to select the material for posterior teeth in primary dentition?
   a) Patient age and co operation of child
   b) Easy manipulation and durability of material
   c) Cavity shape, size
   d) All of the above

3) Main reason for use of tooth coloured material for posterior primary teeth.
   a) Aesthetic superior to amalgam
   b) Fluoride release
   c) Longevity as good as amalgam
   d) Tooth does not need pulp therapy

4) A clinical scenario of six year old child with occlusal lesion into dentin on mandibular primary second molar, material of choice?
   a) A.GIC
   b) RMGIC
   c) composite
   d) amalgam
   e) ssc

5) The longevity of conventional GIC in primary molar are mostly?
   a) A.5 yrs
   b) 2 yrs
   c) 3 yrs
   d) 10 yrs

6) 6. which material has got more efficacy and success rate in primary molar?
   a) Conventional GIC
   b) Metal reinforced GIC
   c) Resin modified GIC
   d) None of the above
7) Pattern of usage of dental restorative material other than SSC?
   a) Amalgam only
   b) More amalgam than tooth colored material
   c) More tooth colored material than amalgam
   d) Compomers only.

8) Material of choice for restoring primary molars with multisurface carious lesion
   a) GIC
   b) Amalgam
   c) SSC
   d) Composite

9) Restoring proximal lesion in primary molars is better with
   a) Composite
   b) RMGIC
   c) GIC
   d) Amalgam

10) Contra indication of SSC?
    a) Teeth close to exfoliation
    b) When more than half the roots resorbed
    c) With known nickel allergy
    d) All of the above.

5. Conclusion

Based on the questionnaire responses, tooth-coloured materials were the most popular choices for restorations of the primary dentition; use of amalgam and stainless steel crowns was low. Glassionomer cement was the most popular tooth-coloured material chosen and it is followed by compomers. Recently, glass ionomer (GI) cement has been suggested as a suitable material for primary tooth restoration, but very few controlled clinical studies have tested this suggestion. Resin modified GIC is more caries preventive than composite which is also used more vividly.
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